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Anon 30066 Full translation never [IMG] Circle Eden-Bleach (english). I'm moving the edited translation here, as it was not
shown. 06/23/2010 00:51 - untitled (1111). Author: gulnur [945] English translation of "ECILE"
------------------------------------------------------ -------------- Since the day the sun was darkened, since the son was called from
heaven to earth, and since the days when the angels filled the earth (their home) on earth people began to appear. God gave
people the earth. And gave them a man named EKESHIN. EKSHIN was not old, but not young, and not small in stature. Ekshin
was not thin, but, on the contrary, was wide in the bone. His face was kind, but his eyes were stern. Sharp eyes. The look is
open. He looked like the son of EKESHIN, only EKSHIN was not handsome. EKESHIN was kind and majestic. He was a good
man, and he was kind to people. EKESHAN was born high in the sky, he was from the purest breed of angels. Born in the
constellation Peace. EKESHEN had a mother, and her name was GALUNAN. When EKESCHIN was three years old, he flew
over the Earth, and he saw the whole world. He saw as many people as there are stars in the sky in the sky. I saw beautiful cities,
beautiful gardens and rivers and fields. And the lands were big, and the rivers were big. The ships sailed on the rivers and the
bats flew over the fields, and the people were strong and their life was joyful. Ekeshin did not see life without love. He saw how
people loved each other. EKSHAN saw a lot that was out of heaven. Action saw the earth, and the earth was beautiful, and the
trees were green, and the grasses were blooming. He fainted for a moment, and suddenly an indescribable joy seized him. He
felt happy. "I'm happy," EXHOIN whispered. And he laughed, and EKSHCHAN laughed. And since the sky was full, EkshaN
flew with his joy into the heavens. And then EKKHASHSHAN saw EKKSHAN and shouted to him: "Oh EKKHSHANYN,
where t
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